
Art Deco, is an influential visual arts design style that f irst appeared in 
France after World War I, f lourishing internationally in the 1920s, 1930s, 
and 1940s before its popularity waned after World War II.  It is 
an eclectic style that combines traditional craft motifs with Machine 
Age imagery and materials. This distinguishes Deco from the organic mo-
tifs favoured by its predecessor Art Nouveau.  The style is often character-

ized by rich colours, bold geometric shapes, and lavish ornamentation. 

Historian Bevis Hillier defined Art Deco as "an assertively modern style 
[that] ran to symmetry rather than asymmetry, and to the rectilinear rather 
than the curvilinear". During its heyday, Art Deco represented luxury, 

glamour, exuberance, and faith in social and technological progress. 

Art Deco fashion was marked by the newfound simplicity and a richness in 
colour and fabric.  It relied heavily on beautifully textured richly dyed fab-
rics that lent depth to the simple angular lines of the dresses.  It was the 

era of Coco Chanel.   

It w as through fashion that Art Deco left an indelible stamp on photog-
raphy.   Edward Stiechen was fashion editor for Vogue magazine.  Prior to 
Stiechen the magazine cover exhibited artists drawings.  Now the maga-
zine featured a fashion photograph.  He pioneered this practice.  His pho-
tographs were artistic and stylish and the magazine sold like hot cakes.  
This became the hey day of fashion photography with many memorable 
images.  Fashion models became celebrities and celebrities sought to be 

photographed.  It was all glamorous and chic.   

He ran a warehouse where he produced his images using sets and artif i-

cial lighting even large fans.  He had a large team working for him. 

It w as not just the clothes that demonstrated Art Deco styling.  The sets, 
the compositions even the postures of the models were new and  vigor-
ous.   Steichen was emboldened by modernism to experiment w ith new 

forms.  He paved the way for fashion photography for the next 90 years. 

 

ART DECO 

EXERCISE—Fashion Photography 

Can you take a fashion photo?   Ask 
a friend to model for you.  Use a 
magazine to guide you.  Try and rep-
licate the pose, the camera angle, 
the lighting.  You can use desk lamps 
and portable lighting.  An off camera 
f lash is a little more diff icult to mas-
ter—but if you have one give it a go.  

How  did you do?  It’s not easy is it? 


